2018 Special Event Tournaments
Four-Man Team Scramble
Monday, January 8, 2018

Boundary Oak Golf Course
Event Chairman: Jim Barstow
All participants must pay $5.00 to the treasurer to enter this event.
A golf scramble is a tournament format where players form a team with rules emphasizing fun and
interaction among team participants. Four-man teams will be determined by the tournament organizer
based on a balance of player’s course handicaps.
Four Man Scramble Basics:
1 - Each player hits from the tee box in any order determined by the team.
2 - Choose the best tee shot of the four through a general consensus of your scramble team. The group
can decide the best tee shot based on any criteria, or strategy, they choose. However, during the course
of play, three tee shots of each A and B player (lowest handicap players of the group) are required. The
C and D player (two highest handicap players) are required to use a combination of three Tee
Shots. This is any combination of the two players Tee Shots. This covers only 9 tee shots, with the other
9 open to all.
3 - Mark the spot of the best tee shot with a golf tee or ball marker. The other players pick up their balls
and hit from within one club length of the marked spot.
4 - If the ball you choose to play is in a hazard (sand, water, etc.), the rough, or out of bounds, you
cannot drop the ball outside of the hazard or rough even if relief is within one club length away.
5 - Continue selecting the best shot for the remainder of the hole. The ball should be marked on the
putting green also.
6- Putts need to be made within 3 inches of the marked spot (no closer to the hole). The first ball to go
in the hole is counted for the team score. When putting, once any ball is holed out, no further strokes
count. The team is cautioned not to make “tap” in putts until all team members have had the
opportunity to attempt the team’s original putt.
The team score is total of the best shots.
Four Man Scramble Team Handicap:
Team Handicaps will be calculated as follows -- The sum of, 20% of the A-player’s (lowest
handicapper) course handicap, 15% of B-player’s, 10% of C-player’s and 5% of D-player’s (highest
handicapper). These will be calculated by the tournament organizer and used as the basis of
establishing team pairings. With this tournament format, individual scores can not be posted nor will
this tournament count in the Branch metal-play championships.
In the event of a team with only three players, 10% of the team handicap will be added to their total
Handicap. In addition, for the first 6 holes, Player A will hit two tee shots, Player B will hit two tee shots
for the second set of six holes, and Player C will hit two tee shots for the last 6 holes.

“The mind messes up more shots than the body.” ~ Tommy Bolt

Professional Golfer
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